Orally -Bioavailable Androgen Receptor Degrader: Potential Next-Generation Therapeutic for Enzalutamide-Resistant Prostate Cancer
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**Translational relevance:** Conventional prostate cancer therapeutics are ligand binding domain (LBD)-binding competitive androgen receptor (AR) antagonists. Mechanistically-distinct new chemical entities that can provide sustained growth inhibition to the evolving forms of prostate cancer are required. Here, we describe the discovery and characterization of an AR degrader that inhibits the growth of prostate cancers that are not only sensitive but also resistant to competitive antagonists. Unlike competitive antagonists, the AR degrader inhibits the growth of prostate cancer xenografts grown in intact and castrated animals, suggesting that this agent can be used to treat both castration-resistant and androgen-dependent prostate cancer. With a broad safety margin, the molecule may offer a safe and effective treatment option for advanced prostate cancer.
Abstract: Androgen receptor (AR)-targeting prostate cancer drugs, which are predominantly competitive ligand binding domain (LBD)-binding antagonists, are inactivated by common resistance -mechanisms. It is important to develop next-generation mechanistically-distinct drugs to treat castration- and drug- resistant prostate cancers. Here, we describe a second-generation AR pan-antagonist (UT-34) that degrades the AR and AR splice variants. UT-34 inhibits the wild-type and LBD mutant ARs comparably and inhibits the in vitro proliferation and in vivo growth of enzalutamide-sensitive and resistant prostate cancer xenografts. In preclinical models, UT-34 induced the regression of enzalutamide-resistant tumors at doses when the AR is degraded; but, at lower doses when the AR is just antagonized, it inhibits, without shrinking, the tumors. This indicates that degradation might be a prerequisite for tumor regression. Mechanistically, UT-34 promotes a conformation that is distinct from the LBD-binding competitive antagonist, enzalutamide, and degrades the AR through the ubiquitin proteasome mechanism. UT-34 has a broad safety margin and exhibits no cross-reactivity with G-Protein Coupled Receptor, kinase, and nuclear receptor family members. Collectively, UT-34 exhibits the properties necessary for a next-generation prostate cancer drug.
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**Introduction:** About 3.3 million men are presently living with prostate cancer (PCa) in the United States and this number is expected to increase to 4.5 million by 2026 (1). In addition to radical prostatectomy combined with gonadotrophins, androgen-synthesizing enzyme inhibitor and androgen receptor (AR) antagonists have been the mainstay of PCa treatment (2,3). PCa that progresses after initial treatment (castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC)), grows rapidly and metastasizes to distant organs (4,5). Studies with targeted treatments (enzalutamide and apalutamide, AR antagonists, and abiraterone, an androgen-synthesizing enzyme inhibitor) that have been approved in the last 5-10 years to combat CRPC have provided clear evidence that CRPC, despite being castration-resistant, is still dependent on the AR axis for continued growth (2,3).

About 30-40% of CRPCs fail to respond to enzalutamide or abiraterone (2,3,6,7), while the remaining CRPCs eventually develop resistance after a brief period of response (8). Although several potential mechanisms for resistance development have been identified, mutations in the AR ligand binding domain (LBD), AR amplification, and expression of AR splice variants (AR-SVs) have been broadly observed in the clinic (9,10). AR antagonists currently in use (enzalutamide and apalutamide) and in clinical trials (darolutamide) are all competitive antagonists and their mechanisms of action are similar.

A member of the steroid receptor family of ligand-activated transcription factors, structurally, AR, like other steroid receptors, contains an N-terminus domain (NTD) that expresses an activation function (AF)-1 domain, a DNA-binding domain (DBD) that recognizes hormone
response elements, a hinge region, and an LBD that contains an AF-2 (11). The AF-1 contains two transcription activation regions, tau-1 and tau-5, which retain the majority of the AR function. Drugs that target the steroid receptors act by predominantly binding to the LBD. Prolonged treatment with AR antagonists results in mutations in the LBD, leading to resistance, i.e. W741 mutation leads to bicalutamide resistance (12), and F876 mutation confers resistance to enzalutamide and apalutamide (9,13,14).

While mutations in the AR-LBD can be ideally overcome with antagonists that bind to the LBD in a distinct conformation, resistance due to AR-SVs confers a serious challenge due to the absence of the LBD. Current AR-targeting drugs that bind to the LBD will be unable to inhibit AR-SV function. AR-SVs have been shown to be responsible for aggressive CRPC phenotype, shorter overall survival, and failure of the cancer to respond to AR-targeted treatments or to chemotherapeutic agents (10,15-18). Although most of the recent studies on PCa resistance have focused on AR-SVs, other pathways are also considered to play roles in resistance development (19,20).

Although degraders of estrogen receptor (ER) have been successfully discovered (21,22), AR degraders have not yet been developed. Degraders confer the added advantage of preventing AR activation by alternate signaling pathways and by intra-tumoral androgens, and hence might provide a sustained treatment option for CRPC. Since it is unclear whether the AR and AR-SVs exist as heterodimers or as independent homodimer isoforms, it is yet to be determined whether degrading the full length AR could contribute to the down-regulation of the AR-SVs (23,24).
Discovery of proteolysis targeting chimeras (PROTACs) and small molecules from our group has indicated that AR degraders could be developed using alternate strategies (25-28). However, PROTACs are large molecules with molecular weights greater than 1000 Da and our first-generation molecules (27,28) have poor oral bioavailability. It is also important to develop molecules that bind to domains other than the LBD (27,29) to inhibit AR-SVs and to overcome resistance.

Here we report the discovery of a novel small molecule pan-antagonist and degrader, UT-34, a second-generation molecule, that binds to the AR, and degrades enzalutamide-sensitive and – resistant ARs and AR-SVs. UT-34, which possesses appropriate pharmacokinetic (PK) properties, was effective in various in vivo models. UT-34 inhibited androgen-dependent tissues such as prostate and seminal vesicles in rats, and the growth of enzalutamide-resistant CRPC xenografts. UT-34 also induced tumor regression in intact immunocompromised rats, which has not been observed before with competitive antagonists potentially due to their inability to compete against the abundant circulating testosterone. These data provide the first evidence for the potential of an orally-bioavailable AR degrader to treat advanced prostate cancer.

Materials and Methods.

Reagents. The source of several reagents used in this manuscript has been described previously (27,28). The following reagents were purchased from the indicated vendors: $^3$H-mibolerone and R1881 (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, PA). Enzalutamide (MedKoo, Morrisville, NC). Dual-luciferase and CellTiter-Glo assay reagents (Promega, Madison, WI). AR (N20 and C19), mono-
and poly-ubiquitin (SC-8017), and glucocorticoid receptor (GR) antibodies (Santa Cruz biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA). AR PG-21 antibody (Millipore, Burlington, MA). Dihydrotestosterone (DHT), dexamethasone, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) antibody, chelerythrine chloride, and cycloheximide (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Progesterone receptor (PR), estrogen receptor (ER), phospho PAK, and phospho PKC antibodies (Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA). Bortezomib and PAK inhibitor PF3758309 (Selleck Chemicals, Houston, TX). AR-V7 antibody and serum prostate specific antigen (PSA) kit (Abcam, Cambridge, UK). Lipofectamine and TaqMan primers and probes and real time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) reagents (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). Hyaluronic acid (HA) antibody (Novus Biologicals, Littleton, CO). Doxycycline and 17-AAG (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH). Liver microsomes (Xenotech LLC, Kansas City, KS). Proteasome inhibitor MG-132 (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN). On-target plus smart pool non-specific and MDM2 siRNA were obtained from Dharmacon (Thermo Fisher).

Cell Culture. LNCaP, PC-3, HEK-293, ZR-75-1, MDA-MB-453, VCaP, 22RV1, and COS7 cell lines were procured from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA) and cultured in accordance to their recommendations. LNCaP cell line stably transfected with doxycycline-inducible AR-V7 was a kind gift from Dr. Nancy L. Weigel (Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX) (30,31). LNCaP95 prostate cancer cell line that expresses AR and AR-V7 was a kind gift from Dr. Alan Meeker (John Hopkins Medical Institute, Baltimore, MD) (32). Enzalutamide-resistant LNCaP (MR49F) cells were a kind gift from Dr. Martin Gleave (University of British Columbia, Vancouver) (33). Enzalutamide-resistant VCaP cells (MDVR) were licensed from Dr. Donald McDonnell (Duke University, NC). Patient-derived xenograft
(PDX) line PC346C was a kind gift from Dr. Van Veerden (University Medical Center, Rotterdam) (34,35). All cell lines were authenticated by short terminal DNA repeat assay (Genetica, Burlington, NC).

Gene expression. RNA extraction and cDNA preparations were performed using Cells-to-Ct kit. Gene expression studies were performed using TaqMan probes on an ABI 7900 real time PCR system.

Growth Assay. Growth assay was performed using CellTiter-Glo or Sulfrhodamine blue (SRB) reagents.

Plasmid constructs and transient transfection. Plasmids (CMV hAR, AR-LBD, PR, GR, MR, ER, GRE-LUC, CMV-renilla LUC, AR-AF-1, and AR-NTD plasmids) used in the study were described earlier (27,36,37). Mouse AR, rat GR, GAA (GR-NTD, AR-DBD and AR-LBD), and AGG (AR-NTD, GR-DBD and GR-LBD) were kind gifts from Dr. Diane Robins (38). Constructs dtau1 (tau-1 deleted AR), dtau5 (tau-5 deleted AR), and AR-NTD-DBD were kind gifts from Dr. Frank Claessens (39,40). Transfections were performed using Lipofectamine reagent (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA).

Competitive ligand binding assay: Ligand binding assay with purified glutathione S transferase (GST)-tagged AR-LBD and whole cell binding assays with $^3$H-mibolerone were performed as
described previously (27,41). Briefly, COS7 cells were plated in 24 well plates at 100,000 cells/well in DMEM (without phenol red) supplemented with 5% charcoal dextran-stripped FBS (csFBS). Cells were transfected with the amounts of AR-LBD indicated in the figure. Cells were treated with a dose response of various compounds in the presence of $^3$H-mibolerone. Cells were washed four hours after treatment with ice cold PBS, and the intracellular proteins and $^3$H-mibolerone were extracted using ice cold 100% ethanol. Radioactivity was counted using a scintillation counter.

**Western blotting and immunoprecipitation.** Cells were plated in 60 mm dishes in growth medium. Medium was changed to the respective medium described in the figures and treated with compounds under various conditions. Protein extracts were prepared and Western blot was performed as described earlier (36,37). Immunoprecipitation was performed using protein A/G agarose.

**Fluorescence polarization (FP).** Endogenous steady-state emission spectra were measured for His-AR-NTD and His-AR-AF-1 purified proteins as described earlier (27,29,42).

**Micro array Assay for Real time Coregulator-Nuclear receptor Interaction (MARCoNI).** Functional AR analysis in cell lysates was performed as described previously (43,44). In short, compound-treated cells were harvested and lysed. Lysates, containing AR, were incubated on PamChip #88101 (PamGene, Den Bosch, The Netherland with 154 coregulator-derived NR-binding motifs, using 3 technical replicates (arrays) per lysate. AR binding was detected using a
fluorescently labeled antibody and quantified using BioNavigator software (PamGene). Treatment-induced log-fold change of coregulator binding (Modulation Index) treatment and p-value by Student’s t-Test, both vs. vehicle-treatment, were calculated using R software and used to assess compound-induced modulation of AR conformation.

**Microarray.** To determine the effect of UT-34 on global gene expression, microarray analysis was performed. MR49F cells were maintained in 1% charcoal-stripped serum-containing medium for 2 days. Medium was changed again and the cells were treated with vehicle, 0.1 nM R1881 alone, or in combination with 10 µM UT-34 (n=3-4/group). At 24 hours after treatment, the cells were harvested, RNA extracted, and was subjected to microarray analysis (University of Tennessee Health Science Center (UTHSC) Molecular Resources Center). Clariom S array was processed as described previously (27) and the data was analyzed using One Way ANOVA. Genes that exhibited greater than 1.5 fold change with a false discovery rate q<0.05 were considered for further analysis. Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) was performed to determine the canonical pathway and the diseases represented by the enriched genes. The microarray data was deposited in Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (accession number is GSE 133119).

**Mice Xenograft experiment.** All animal studies were conducted under UTHSC Animal Care and Use Committee approved protocols. Non obese diabetic/severe combined immunodeficiency Gamma (NSG) mice were housed five animals per cage and were allowed free access to water and commercial rodent chow. Cell line xenografts were performed in NSG mice as previously published (37,45). MR49F cells were implanted subcutaneously in intact mice (n=8-10/group). Tumors were measured twice or thrice weekly and the volume calculated using the formula
length*width*width*0.5236. Once the tumors reached 100-200 mm³, the animals were castrated and the tumors were allowed to regrow as castration-resistant tumors. Once the tumors reached 200-300 mm³ post castration, the animals were randomized and treated orally with vehicle (polyethylene glycol-300: DMSO 85:15) or UT-34. Animals were sacrificed at the end of the study and the tumors were weighed and stored for further processing.

*Rat xenograft experiments.* Rat xenograft experiments were performed in SRG (Sprague Dawley-Rag2:IL2rg KO) rats at Hera biolabs (Lexington, KY). Rats were inoculated subcutaneously with 10 X 10⁶ cells (VCaP or MDVR) in 50% matrigel. Once the tumors reached 1000-3000 mm³, the animals were either randomized and treated (intact) or were castrated and the tumors were allowed to grow as CRPC. Once the tumors attain 2000-3000 mm³, the animals were orally treated as indicated in the figures. Tumor volumes were recorded thrice weekly. Blood collection and body weight measurements were performed weekly. At sacrifice, tumors were weighed and stored for further analyses.

*Hershberger assay.* Male mice or rats (6-8 weeks old) were randomized into groups based on body weight. Animals were treated with drugs by oral administration as indicated in the figures for 4 or 14 days. Animals were sacrificed, prostate and seminal vesicles were weighed, and organ weights were normalized to body weight.

*Metabolic stability, pharmacokinetic (PK), safety, and cross-reactivity studies.* Metabolic stability studies in microsomes from various species were conducted as described previously
PK studies were conducted at Covance (Madison, WI). Cross-reactivity of UT-34 with GPCRs, kinases, and nuclear receptors was evaluated at DiscoverX Eurofins.

Statistics. Statistical analysis was performed using Prism (GraphPad, San Diego, CA). T-test was used to analyze data from experiments containing two groups, while One Way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze data from experiments containing more than two groups. Appropriate post hoc test was used to analyze data that demonstrated significance in ANOVA. Statistical significance is represented as * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001.

LC-MS/MS method to detect UT-34 and UT-34 synthetic scheme are presented in the supplemental methods.

Results: Our first generation SARDs, UT-69 and UT-155, were excellent degraders with unique mechanistic properties (27). Unfortunately, their PK properties were not appropriate for further development. Oral administration of UT-155 in rats for 14 days failed to significantly inhibit the androgen-dependent seminal vesicles weight (Figure S1A). UT-155 when dosed orally failed to inhibit growth of enzalutamide-resistant LNCaP (MR49F) xenograft grown in castrated NSG mice (Figure S1B). Mouse and human liver microsomes data also show rapid clearance and short half-life of UT-155 (Figure S1C). Hence, we continued our pursuit to develop molecules that retain the degradation and antagonistic characteristics of the first- generation molecules but with better PK properties. UT-34 (Figure 1A), which satisfies these requirements was selected from a library for further characterization in order to develop it as a treatment for enzalutamide-resistant CRPC.
**UT-34 inhibits wild-type and mutant ARs comparably.** UT-34 was first tested in a binding assay *in vitro* using purified AR-LBD binding assay (27). Below 100 µM concentration, UT-34 failed to bind to the purified AR-LBD and displace 1 nM $^3$H-mibolerone (**Figure 1B left panel**). To verify the result obtained in purified AR-LBD, we performed whole cell ligand binding assays in COS7 cells transfected with AR-LBD and treated with a dose response of UT-34 in combination with 1 nM $^3$H-mibolerone. UT-34 displaced $^3$H-mibolerone, although its binding was much weaker (inhibition observed only at 10 µM) than that of enzalutamide or UT-155 (**Figure 1B right panel**). The ten-fold difference between purified AR-LBD and whole cell binding assays could be due to many possibilities: potential stabilization of the UT-34-AR-LBD complex by intracellular factors or faster on-off rate of UT-34 in the ligand binding pocket in the absence of stabilization factors, or requirement of additional factors to bind to the AR-LBD. These questions need to be resolved in future studies.

We next determined the antagonistic property of UT-34 in wild-type and LBD mutant ARs and compared the results to the effect of enzalutamide (**Figure 1C and Table ST1**). COS7 cells were transfected with wild-type or mutant ARs, GRE-LUC, and CMV-renilla LUC and a luciferase assay was performed. UT-34 and enzalutamide antagonized the wild-type AR with IC$_{50}$ around 200 nM. UT-34 inhibited the various mutant ARs (W741L, T877A, and F876L) comparably or with better IC$_{50}$. In contrast, enzalutamide was weaker in W741L by 5-fold, and behaved as a partial agonist in F876L AR (also partially antagonizes in the presence of androgens) as reported earlier (9,14). IC$_{50}$ value for enzalutamide in the antagonist mode could not be deduced due to its partial agonistic activity.
**UT-34 downregulates T877A-AR and F876L-enzalutamide-resistant AR.** As our objective was to develop degraders of the AR, we determined the effects of UT-34 on AR protein level in LNCaP cells and in enzalutamide-resistant MR49F cells as described in Figures 2A and 2B. LNCaP or MR49F maintained in charcoal-stripped serum-containing medium were treated with a dose response of UT-34 in the presence of 0.1 nM R1881 for 24 hours. Cells were harvested, protein extracted, and Western blotted for AR. While treatment of LNCaP cells with UT-34 resulted in a reduction of AR levels at 1000 nM (Figure 2A left panel), enzalutamide and bicalutamide failed to down-regulate the AR in LNCaP cells (Figure 2A right panel). These effects occurred without an effect on AR mRNA expression (Figure 2A bar graph). Similar to parental LNCaP cells, MR49F cells treated with UT-34 exhibited a significant reduction in AR levels at around 1000 nM, which is comparable to that observed in LNCaP cells (Figure 2B).

To demonstrate the selectivity of UT-34 to AR, the compound was tested in various cross-reactivity experiments. While UT-34 and enzalutamide failed to inhibit the transactivation of GR and mineralocorticoid receptor (Table ST1), UT-34 inhibited PR activity with a 4-5 fold weaker potency compared to the AR antagonistic activity.

To determine the degradation cross-reactivity of UT-34, we used various breast cancer cell lines that express AR and other steroid-hormone receptors. T47D that expresses ER and PR, but not AR, was used to evaluate the cross-reactivity of UT-34. T47D cells were maintained in serum-containing growth medium and treated with a dose-response of UT-34 in the absence of R1881 and Western blot for ER, PR, and actin was performed. UT-34 failed to down-regulate the ER
and PR protein levels (Figure 2C). Although some reports suggest that T47D cells express AR (46,47), our clone does not express AR.

To evaluate the cross-reactivity in a system that expresses AR, PR, and ER, we used ZR-75-1 breast cancer cells (48). Treatment of ZR-75-1 cells maintained in serum-containing growth medium with UT-34 resulted in down-regulation of AR protein levels, but not ER or PR levels (Figure 2D). Furthermore, in MDA-MB-453 breast cancer cells that express AR and GR (49,50), UT-34 induced the down-regulation of AR, but not GR (Figure S2A). This confirms that under similar condition UT-34 is selective to AR and does not degrade other receptors.

**UT-34 requires ubiquitin proteasome pathway to degrade the AR.** To determine if UT-34 promotes the ubiquitination of the AR, COS7 cells were transfected with AR and HA-tagged ubiquitin and treated with UT-155 or UT-34 in the presence of 0.1 nM R1881. UT-155 was used as positive control in these experiments. Ubiquitin was immunoprecipitated using HA antibody and Western blot for AR was performed. Western blot for AR with non-immunoprecipitated samples shows that both UT-155 and UT-34 down-regulated the AR (Figure 2E input). When ubiquitin was immunoprecipitated and AR was detected, the AR was both mono- and poly-ubiquitinated in the presence of UT-34 and UT-155 (Figure 2E). Similar results were also found in LNCaP cells treated with UT-155 or UT-34 (Figure 2F). The proteasome inhibitor MG132, but not the HSP90 inhibitor 17AAG, enriched the ubiquitinated AR in cells treated with UT-34 or UT-155.
To further characterize the requirement of the proteasome pathway for UT-34 to down-regulate the AR, LNCaP cells were treated with UT-34 and cycloheximide alone or in combination with a dose response of proteasome inhibitor bortezomib. UT-34 and cycloheximide combination down-regulated the AR and this down-regulation was reversed dose-dependently by bortezomib starting from 5 µM (Figure 2G). These results suggest that UT-34 requires ubiquitin proteasome pathway to degrade the AR.

We mutated the three known ubiquitin sites in AR (K311, K846, and K848) to arginine (R) and performed Western blots with protein extracts from cells transfected with wild-type and mutant ARs and treated with UT-34. UT-34 treatment facilitated the degradation of the wild-type and K-R mutant ARs comparably (Figure 2H), indicating that the known ubiquitin sites do not have a role in UT-34-dependent ubiquitin proteasome degradation. The effect of UT-34 on ubiquitination of the triple mutants needs to be evaluated.

To elucidate the signaling pathway that mediates the UT-34-dependent AR down-regulation, we explored signaling pathways, p21-activated kinase (PAK) and protein kinase C (PKC) that have already been shown to promote AR ubiquitination. Phosphorylation of Ser578 by PAK has been demonstrated to be important for ubiquitin-dependent AR degradation. Moreover, since Ser578 is a substrate of both PAK and PKC (51,52), we evaluated the role of these two pathways in UT-34-dependent degradation in LNCaP cells. Inhibition of PAK and PKC by small molecule inhibitors, PF-3758309 (53) and chelerythrine chloride (54), respectively, failed to reverse the down-regulation of AR by UT-34 (Figure S2B).
The ubiquitin E3 ligase that plays a role in AR’s proteasomal degradation is MDM2 (52,55). Using MDM2 siRNA, we evaluated the role of MDM2 in UT-34-dependent AR down-regulation. LNCaP cells were transfected with MDM2 or non-targeting siRNAs and the expression of AR protein was determined by Western blot. MDM2 siRNA failed to block the UT-34-dependent AR down-regulation (Figure S2C). These results suggest that UT-34 down-regulates AR through a mechanism independent of PAK, PKC, or MDM2.

**UT-34 binds to AR-AF-1 domain.** The steady-state fluorescence emission spectra for proteins results from the presence of aromatic amino acids, with tryptophan fluorescence making the dominant contribution. The AR-NTD polypeptide contains 19 tyrosine (Y), clustering in the middle (amino acids 348 to 408) and towards the c-terminal region (amino acids 447 to 535), and four tryptophan residues (W399, 435, 503 and 527) (Figure 3A top panel). Excitation at 278 nm results in fluorescence emission from tryptophan and tyrosine residues; in addition, there can be energy transfer from tyrosine to tryptophan. The spectrum thus provides information about the local conformation surrounding these residues (27,56). The fluorescence spectrum for AR-AF1 is characterized by an emission maximum at 343 nm, due to the tryptophan residues (W399, 435) and a shoulder at 309 nm, resulting from tyrosine emission (Figure 3A, bottom left panel). The folding or unfolding of AR-AF1/ NTD has been investigated using TMAO, which has been shown to facilitate the folding of proteins into “native” conformations (56). In the presence of up to 3 M TMAO there was blue shift in tryptophan emission maximum to 336 nm, and the shoulder due to tyrosine fluorescence was lost (Figure 3A, bottom left panel). In contrast, in the presence of urea, the tryptophan emission ‘red shifts’ to 351 nm and there is a clear peak for tyrosine emission. These results reflect the tryptophan residues becoming less or more solvent-
exposed respectively, and changes in the efficiency of energy transfer from tyrosine to tryptophan residues, consistent with the AR polypeptide folding/unfolding respectively.

In the presence of UT-34 there are some striking changes in the steady state emission spectra for both AR-AF1 and AR-NTD: all spectra were corrected for buffer and the presence of UT-34 alone. Increasing the concentration of UT-34 led to a peak at around 309 nm corresponding to tyrosine emission. Unlike our published data for UT-155, no clear quenching, reduction in the fluorescence emissions was observed in the presence of UT-34. Previously, quenching provided evidence for small molecule binding (27,29). The increase in the tyrosine signal is similar to that seen when AR-AF1/NTD unfolds in the presence of urea, but there were no significant changes in the emission maximum for tryptophan (Figure 3A, bottom right panel). Although difficult to interpret, it seems likely that UT-34 binding may lead to local unfolding of the receptor polypeptides (resulting in tyrosine emission), without altering the solvent exposure of the tryptophan residues. These results were reproduced with AR-NTD (Figure S2D).

As UT-34 binds to both LBD and AF-1 domains and also promotes degradation of the AR, we sought to determine the domain that is required for UT-34 to degrade the AR. Since UT-34 selectively promoted AR degradation and not the GR, AR-GR chimeric receptors were used to evaluate the domain(s) important for the degradation. AR, GR, or AR-GR chimeric receptors were transfected into cells and the cells were treated with UT-34 in the presence of the respective hormones. As shown earlier, UT-34 promoted the degradation of the full-length AR, but not the GR (Figure 3B). UT-34 also promoted the degradation of the chimeric protein obtained from fusing AR-NTD to GR-DBD and -LBD (AGG), yet failed to promote degradation of the
chimeric protein obtained from fusing GR-NTD to AR-DBD and AR-LBD (GAA). These results suggest that UT-34 potentially requires NTD to facilitate AR degradation (Figure 3B).

To further refine the region in the AF-1 domain that is important for UT-34 to degrade the AR, a construct with the tau-5 domain deleted (tau-5 deleted AR) was used. COS7 cells were transfected with AR or tau-5-deleted AR, treated with vehicle or UT-34 for 48 hours, and a Western blot was performed for AR and GAPDH. UT-34 caused the degradation of the full-length AR, but not the tau-5-deleted AR (Figure 3C). Collectively, these data support UT-34 binding to the AR-NTD/AF-1 and the requirement of the Tau-5 region for the receptor degradation.

**UT-34 does not inhibit the AR function by competitive antagonism.** We then evaluated the early expression of pre-mRNAs in LNCaP cells treated with UT-34 in the presence or absence of R1881 (57). If UT-34 mediates its antagonistic effects through competitive antagonism, then these pre-mRNAs induced by R1881 as early as 30 minutes should be inhibited. However, if degradation is required for UT-34 to inhibit AR function, then early induction of the pre-mRNAs should not be inhibited as degradation will not be observed as early as 30 minutes to two hours. Treatment of LNCaP cells with 0.1 nM R1881 increased both NDRG1 and MT2A pre-mRNAs by one hour and the increase was sustained at two and 24 hours (Figure 3D). UT-34 failed to inhibit the expression of the pre-mRNA at one and two hours, yet inhibited the expression at 24 hours. These results indicate that UT-34 acts through AR degradation to elicit its effect, and competitive binding to the LBD, if any, may have no functional significance.
**UT-34 promotes AR-V7 degradation.** As the SARDs bind to the AF-1 domain and can promote AR-SV-degradation (27), we tested UT-34 in LNCaP cells that stably express inducible AR-V7 (30,31). Consistent with our previous results (27), UT-155 caused the degradation of the AR and AR-V7 in this system. UT-34 treatment down-regulated the AR and AR-V7, indicating that UT-34 is an effective degrader of both AR and AR-V7 (Figure 3E). Similar findings were observed in LNCaP-95 cells that express AR and AR-V7 (Figure 3E). These effects were observed without any effect on AR-V7 mRNA in LNCaP-ARV7 cells (Figure 3E).

As UT-34 caused the down-regulation of AR-V7, we evaluated the functional consequences of this down-regulation. LNCaP-ARV7 cells were treated as indicated in Figure 4A for 24 hours in the presence of 0.1 nM R1881 or 10 ng/ml doxycycline. Cells were harvested and the expression of AR-target gene FKBP5 and an AR-V7-specific gene EDN2 (30,31) was measured by real time PCR. Doxycycline induced the expression of EDN2, which was inhibited by UT-34, but not by enzalutamide, while both enzalutamide and UT-34 inhibited the expression of R1881-induced FKBP5 gene expression (Figure 4A).

**UT-34 differentially modulates AR-cofactor interaction compared to enzalutamide.** To determine if the properties of UT-34 are a result of a distinct interaction of AR with cofactors, we treated serum-starved LNCaP cells with 10 µM UT-34, UT-155, or enzalutamide or vehicle in the presence of 1 nM DHT. The cells were pretreated with the drugs or vehicle for 2 hours, followed by a 30 minutes treatment with DHT. Protein extracts were subjected to MARCoNI assay where the interaction of the AR with 154 unique cofactor peptides from 66 cofactors was evaluated (43). UT-34 and UT-155 significantly modulated the AR-cofactor interaction (Figure 4B top.
Although, the interaction between AR and cofactors in the presence of UT-155 and UT-34 was largely similar to enzalutamide (although with reduced potency), some differences were also observed (Figure 4B bottom panel and table). Differences in the interaction of AR with cofactors such as NCoR1 (corepressors) and TREF1 (coactivator) observed in SARD-treated samples were not observed in cells treated with enzalutamide. These results indicate that the conformation of AR in the presence of the SARDs is modestly distinct from the conformation in the presence of a competitive antagonist such as enzalutamide. The results from this cofactor profiling, as reflected by the conformation change, provide minimal mechanistic evidence for the UT-34’s AR degradation effect. Further studies need to be performed to definitely determine if the cofactor profile observed with UT-34 or UT-155 is an indicator of the conformation that is required to degrade the AR.

**UT-34 antagonizes enzalutamide-resistant AR and inhibits the proliferation of enzalutamide-resistant MR49F cells.** As UT-34 robustly antagonized and degraded wild-type, T877A, and enzalutamide-resistant ARs in transient transactivation and Western blot assays, we evaluated the effect of UT-34 on the function of ARs expressed in LNCaP or MR49F cells. LNCaP cells were maintained in charcoal-stripped FBS-containing medium for 48 hours and treated with a dose-range of UT-34 or enzalutamide in the presence of 0.1 nM R1881. RNA was isolated and expression of AR target genes and growth was evaluated. Both the compounds inhibited the expression of PSA and FKBP5 and growth of LNCaP cells starting from 100 nM with maximum effect observed at 10 µM (Figure 5A).
The experiment was also performed in MR49F cells that express F876L mutant AR. UT-34, but not enzalutamide, inhibited the expression of FKBP5 gene induced by R1881 (Figure 5B). Concomitant to the gene expression studies, UT-34 inhibited the proliferation of MR49F cells, while as expected enzalutamide failed to inhibit their proliferation. The anti-proliferative effects of UT-34 are selective to AR-positive prostate cancer cells, as UT-34 did not have any effect on the proliferation of AR-negative PC-3, COS-7, and HEK-293 cells (Figure S3A).

*UT-34 inhibits AR-function and proliferation of an AR-amplified model (VCaP cells), and a PDX model.* One of the mechanisms for CRPC development and for resistance to AR antagonists, bicalutamide in particular, is AR amplification (58-60). LNCaP cells ectopically over-expressing AR was used as a screening tool to discover and characterize enzalutamide and apalutamide (61). While bicalutamide was inactive or even behaved as an agonist in this model, enzalutamide was effective in reducing the LNCaP-AR cell proliferation and AR-function (61). To test UT-34 in a model that has AR amplification, we used VCaP cells that endogenously expresses 10-fold higher AR than LNCaP cells (60). Earlier studies have shown that VCaP expresses 10-fold higher AR than parental LNCaP and 2-3 fold more than LNCaP-AR cells (60). Prior studies have also shown that bicalutamide is inactive or even functional as an agonist in this model (62,63). Western blot for AR expression in VCaP and LNCaP cells confirmed the AR amplification in VCaP cells compared to LNCaP cells (Figure 5C). VCaP cells maintained in charcoal-stripped serum-containing medium for two days were treated with 3 and 10 μM UT-34, enzalutamide, or bicalutamide in the presence of 0.1 nM R1881 and the expression of AR-target genes was measured (Figure 5C). R1881 induced the expression of AR-target genes, FKBP5 and TMPRSS2, and this induction was inhibited by UT-34 and enzalutamide, but not by
bicalutamide. Also, UT-34 and enzalutamide, but not bicalutamide, inhibited the proliferation of VCaP cells after 9 days of treatment (Figure 5C). These results were confirmed in enzalutamide-resistant VCaP, MDVR cells (Figure S3B). These results suggest that, unlike bicalutamide, the effect of UT-34 is not weakened by AR amplification.

UT-34 was also evaluated in a PDX cell line PC346C that expresses AR at levels comparable to LNCaP (Figure 5D). PC346C cells maintained in growth medium were treated with 3 and 10 μM of UT-34 or enzalutamide and expression of AR-target gene FKBP5 was measured. UT-34 and enzalutamide inhibited FKBP5 expression, with UT-34 demonstrating a slightly better response than enzalutamide. Concurrent with the gene expression findings, UT-34 significantly inhibited the proliferation of PC346C cells.

**UT-34 inhibits R1881-induced gene expression in MR49F cells.** As UT-34 was effective in inhibiting the expression of FKBP5 in MR49F cells, we performed a microarray experiment to determine the effect of UT-34 on R1881-induced global gene expression (Figure 5E left). The resulting heatmap clearly illustrates that R1881 robustly altered the expression of approximately 700 genes. Most, if not all, of the genes regulated by R1881 were reversed by UT-34 almost to the level observed in vehicle-treated cells. The top genes that were inhibited by UT-34 are all known AR-target genes such as FKBP5, SNAI2, NDRG1, and others. The results indicate that UT-34 is effective in reversing the R1881 effect in LNCaP cells expressing enzalutamide-resistant AR. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) shows that the UT-34-treated samples cluster with vehicle-treated samples, while R1881-treated samples clustered distinctly. When the genes that were not regulated by R1881 were plotted in a separate heatmap, the results show that UT-
34 has no effect on these genes (Figure 5E right), indicating that UT-34 effects are highly selective to the AR pathway with no off-target effects.

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) results indicate that the top four canonical pathways that were enriched in the differentially-regulated genes were cholesterol-synthesizing pathways (Figure 5F). While all genes in the pathway were up-regulated by R1881 treatment, UT-34 efficiently reduced their expression to the vehicle-treated control levels. IPA also indicates that genes in genitourinary oncology pathways are differentially regulated, validating the model that was used to generate the gene expression data.

_Drug metabolism and pharmacokinetic (DMPK) studies suggest that UT-34 is stable_. Due to short half-life ($T_{1/2}$) of the first-generation SARDs, UT-155 and UT-69, in mouse liver microsomes (MLM; primary pharmacodynamics (PD) species) (27), they had to be administered subcutaneously to obtain efficacy in preclinical models. Since CRPC is a chronic disease requiring prolonged treatment, orally bioavailable molecules are preferred for clinical development. Using MLM assay to determine the $T_{1/2}$ and intrinsic clearance, UT-34 was found to have a longer $T_{1/2}$ and lower intrinsic clearance than UT-155 (Table ST2). This suggests that UT-34 is an appropriate molecule for further development. Assessing the metabolism of UT-34 in rat liver microsome (RLM) and in human liver microsome (HLM), UT-34 was found to be highly stable and by at least 2-4 fold longer than in MLM.

To validate the _in vitro_ data _in vivo_, the bioavailability of UT-34 at six and 24 hours after administration was determined in various strains of rats and mice (Table ST3). UT-34 was
highly bioavailable in mice and rats at six hours. However, the serum concentration precipitously decreased at 24 hours in mice to almost undetectable levels, while higher levels in μM range was still observed in rats at 24 hours. A PK study was conducted in rats that were administered 100-1000 mg/kg of UT-34 and the serum concentration was measured over a period of 24 hours. UT-34 was extremely stable in rats with T₁/₂ for the 100 and 300 mg/kg doses undeterminable due to lack of 50% reduction by 24 hours and the serum concentrations in the range of 10-50 μM (Figure S4A). These results are in concordance with the results observed in liver microsomes. Lower dose PK of UT-34 in rats also provided similar results with UT-34 demonstrating stability up to 24 hours (Figure S4B).

*Pharmacodynamic and xenograft studies suggest that UT-34 is efficacious:* To determine the efficacy of UT-34 in vivo, a Hershberger assay was performed in mice and rats (Figure S4C). Mice (left panel) were administered with 20 or 40 mg/kg UT-34 or 30 mg/kg enzalutamide orally for 14 days. The animals were then sacrificed and the weight of the seminal vesicles was recorded. Enzalutamide was not dosed higher than 30 mg/kg due to its poor solubility. UT-34 at 20 and 40 mg/kg reduced the seminal vesicles weight by 10-20% and 50-60%, respectively, while enzalutamide reduced the seminal vesicles weight by 50% (Figure S4C left panel).

Sprague Dawley rats were dosed with 40 and 60 mg/kg of UT-34 orally and enzalutamide at 30 mg/kg for 14 days and the weight of the prostate was recorded. UT-34 reduced the prostate weight by ~70-80%, while enzalutamide reduced the prostate weight by 40-60%. This clearly shows that UT-34 is potent in shrinking the prostate potentially due to its antagonistic and degradation effects (Figure S4C middle panel). Even after just four days of dosing, UT-34
reduced the prostate weight by nearly 50%, indicating its ability to antagonize the AR quickly *in vivo* and produce a PD effect (Figure S4C right panel).

To evaluate the effect of UT-34 in an enzalutamide-resistant xenograft model, MR49F cells were implanted subcutaneously in NSG mice and once the tumors attained 100-200 mm$^3$, the animals were castrated and the tumors were allowed to regrow as CRPC. The animals were treated with 30 or 60 mg/kg UT-34 and the tumor volume was measured thrice weekly (Figure 6A). UT-34 dose-dependently decreased the growth of the enzalutamide-resistant CRPC tumors with 60 mg/kg producing ~75% tumor growth inhibition. Tumor weights recorded at the end of the study also indicated that UT-34 reduced the tumor weights by ~60-70% (Figure 6A right panel). Although the PK properties in mice were sub-optimal compared to rats, UT-34 produced a marked effect on enzalutamide-resistant tumor growth.

*UT-34 promotes regression of enzalutamide-sensitive and –resistant VCaP tumors in SRG rats.* Since UT-34 is stable in rats compared to mice, we performed xenograft studies in immunocompromised rats (Hera Biolabs, KY), using two models, enzalutamide-sensitive parental VCaP cells and enzalutamide acquired-resistant VCaP cells (MDVR). The rationale to choose VCaP over other models is a result of the relatively high AR expression (AR amplification), which is observed in a large percentage of men with CRPC (59). Cells were implanted in immunocompromised SRG rats and once the tumors reached a volume of 1000-3000 mm$^3$, the animals were castrated and the tumors were allowed to regrow as castration-resistant prostate cancer. Once the tumors reached >2000 mm$^3$, the animals were randomized and treated orally with vehicle, 30 mg/kg enzalutamide, or 60 mg/kg UT-34. Tumor volume
measurements indicated that while enzalutamide inhibited the growth of parental VCaP xenograft by >85%, UT-34 reduced the tumors to unmeasurable levels (Figure 6B).

As expected, enzalutamide failed to inhibit the MDVR xenograft. The anticancer activity of UT-34 in this tumor model was comparable to that observed in the parental VCaP xenograft with UT-34 reducing the tumors to unmeasurable levels (Figure 6C).

Since UT-34 reduced tumors to undetectable levels, we hypothesized that this could be due to its AR degrading activity. Western blot of MDVR tumors demonstrated AR degradation in UT-34-treated samples compared to vehicle-treated samples (Figure 6C).

Previous studies with competitive AR antagonists were unable to demonstrate inhibition of tumors grown in intact mice. Since UT-34 is an orally-bioavailable degrader, we were interested in testing the efficacy in intact models, where the animals were not castrated and the tumors were grown in the presence of circulating androgens. MDVR tumors grew robustly in SRG rats and the tumor-bearing animals were treated when the tumors attained >1500 mm$^3$. One tumor in each group even attained 10,000 mm$^3$ when treatment was initiated. While the vehicle- and enzalutamide- treated tumors grew robustly, UT-34-treated tumors were reduced by >50% in less than 10-15 days after treatment initiation (Figure 6D individual tumors shown). We then measured serum PSA to determine if tumor volume correlated with PSA levels. While PSA levels rose in vehicle-treated rats, UT-34 completely reduced serum PSA to undetectable levels after treatment initiation (Figure 6D).
We subsequently conducted a dose response of UT-34 in intact SRG rats bearing MDVR tumors. UT-34 at 10 mg/kg inhibited the tumors by >50% and completely inhibited the tumors at 20 and 30 mg/kg doses (Figure 6E). Both tumor weights and serum PSA at the end of the study clearly exhibited a dose-dependent inhibition by UT-34 (Figure 6E). Measurement of drug concentration in the serum and tumor at necropsy, which was collected 24-30 hours after last dosing demonstrated UT-34 accumulation in both serum and tumor at over 1-3 µM concentrations (Figure S4D). The steady-state drug concentration even 24 hours after the last dose is well above the IC$_{50}$ values of UT-34 to inhibit the AR. Immunohistochemistry of vehicle- and UT-34–treated (30 mg/kg) specimens clearly indicated that UT-34 increased the apoptosis as measured by TUNEL assay and inhibited the proliferation as measured by Ki67 staining (Figure S4E). Taken together these findings favorably point to the excellent anti-tumor activity of UT-34 in enzalutamide-sensitive and resistant prostate cancers even in intact non-castrated animals. No visible changes in H&E staining were observed (Figure S5).

To determine if the AR is degraded by UT-34 in intact conditions, we measured the AR expression by Western blot in protein extracts from tumors (Figure 6D). UT-34 robustly promoted degradation of the enzalutamide-resistant AR in intact condition (Figure 6D), demonstrating that the degradation property translates in vivo. We also evaluated whether UT-34 promoted degradation of the AR at lower doses. Unfortunately, UT-34 failed to promote AR degradation at 30 mg/kg (Figure 6E). This potentially suggests that higher serum and tumor concentrations are required to degrade the AR and that a tumor regression can be achieved only when the AR is degraded.
High doses of some receptor antagonists in certain cellular conditions could result in agonistic activity in artificial reporter assays. To ensure that UT-34 is a pure antagonist and does not have any agonistic activity at high doses, we tested UT-34 in vivo in castrated mice. Vehicle or UT-34 (100 mg/kg) was administered orally for 30 days to castrated mice, and seminal vesicles weights were recorded. Seminal vesicles are highly androgen-sensitive and any agonistic activity will increase its weight. Seminal vesicles weight normalized to body weight is expressed as percent change from vehicle control (Figure S4F). Even a high dose of UT-34 did not exhibit any agonistic activity as the normalized seminal vesicles weights in UT-34-treated group were comparable to weights of the vehicle-treated animals. Serum levels of UT-34 at the end of 30 days of dosing was in the range of 5-30 µM (Figure S4F right panel). These results confirm that UT-34 is a pure antagonist and does not have any agonistic properties in vivo even at higher doses.

**UT-34 toxicity profile was acceptable:** Since UT-34 possessed the required properties for a CRPC drug, we evaluated its toxicity profile. UT-34 was administered at 100, 300, and 600 mg/kg doses for seven days in Sprague Dawley rats and survival and gross pathology were monitored. UT-34 did not cause any death at 100 mg/kg dose, while deaths were encountered at 300 and 600 mg/kg doses. Gross pathology and histopathology findings suggest that the deaths in the higher dose groups were due to gastric irritation and inflammation, which could be potentially avoided by using enteric-coated capsules or salt forms of UT-34 (as UT-34 is a base). No other pathological observations were detected at any dose. While several of the second-generation AR antagonists exhibit seizure potentials, mice treated with UT-34 did not have any seizure. In addition, UT-34 also does not have any significant cross-reactivity with GPCRs,
kinases, or other nuclear receptors (Eurofin DiscoverX) and does not inhibit the hERG ion channel (Covance). These results suggest that UT-34 has a large safety margin and does not have off-target effects.

**Discussion.** Our results provide evidence for an orally bioavailable SARD that has the necessary drug-like properties for further clinical evaluation. UT-34 down-regulated the AR and AR-V7 splice variant, antagonized enzalutamide-sensitive and resistant AR, inhibited proliferation of AR-amplified cells, and inhibited the growth of enzalutamide-resistant xenografts. UT-34 also possesses appropriate metabolism properties showing longer half-life, and shorter clearance in rat and human liver microsomes than in mouse liver microsomes. This suggests that UT-34 might require only once daily dosing for clinical efficacy.

UT-34 is effective in two models of enzalutamide-resistance (AR-LBD mutation and AR-V7 expression), which are common forms of resistance observed clinically. Although 30% of enzalutamide-resistant cancers do not respond at all, the remaining cancers eventually develop resistance after treatment. Mutations constitute only a small fraction of the resistance, while AR-SV development, intra-tumoral androgen synthesis, AR amplification, coactivators, and altered intracellular signaling pathways all contribute to resistance development. Degrading the AR and AR-SVs will block any AR activation by these contributing factors providing a significant advantage over existing therapeutics. Recently, two AR inhibitors, galeterone and EPI-506, failed in the clinic. After the approval of enzalutamide and abiraterone in 2012, no other drugs targeting the AR with distinct mechanism of action (apalutamide was approved recently, but it is structurally and functionally similar to enzalutamide) have been made available and patients
have no treatment options with distinct mechanisms available to treat the new evolving forms of CRPC. Hence, these SARDs might provide a substantial advantage to the patients who relapse from enzalutamide.

We demonstrate that UT-34 promotes AR degradation through the ubiquitin proteasome pathway, the pathway by which most proteins are degraded. As AR degraders have not been successfully identified, thorough characterization of UT-34’s mode of action is important. Unlike the ER degraders that act through the ER-LBD, UT-34 and its related compounds such as UT-155 act through the AR AF-1 domain in the N-terminus of the AR. UT-34 treatment resulted in mono- and poly- ubiquitinated AR. Also, inhibition of the proteasome pathway with bortezomib resulted in the reversal of AR degradation suggesting that the degradation takes place through proteasome pathway. Although recently available chimeric molecules such as PROTACs and SNIPERs have been shown to promote AR degradation (25,64), these molecules are larger than the normally desired 500 Da size for clinically useful pharmacologic agents. Since UT-34 degrades the AR-SVs and the well-characterized ubiquitin sites in the AR did not play a role in AR degradation by UT-34 (Figure 2H), UT-34 might act through novel ubiquitin sites in the AR-NTD that need to be identified.

This is the first time that an AR-targeting molecule has been shown to exhibit efficacy in xenograft models grown in intact (non-castrated) rodents. Since circulating testosterone levels are too high to be competed out with competitive antagonists, only non-competitive antagonists or degraders can inhibit tumor growth in intact animals. The results observed in enzalutamide-resistant MDVR xenografts in intact rats is an in vivo confirmation that UT-34 might be a non-
competitive antagonist. Moreover, the dose response and higher dose xenograft studies also suggest that tumor regression was obtained when the AR is degraded and not when just antagonized. These results are the first evidence of efficacy of orally- bioavailable small molecule AR degraders.

The mechanism by which AR interacts with its cofactors in the presence of a degrader or in the presence of a molecule that binds to a distinct domain and that does not function as a competitive antagonist has not been elucidated. We conducted the study in LNCaP prostate cancer cells as opposed to the \textit{in vitro} system followed by others (65). Both UT-34 and UT-155 promoted the interaction of several cofactors with the AR similar to that of a competitive antagonist enzalutamide, yet distinct interactions were observed in the presence of the two degraders. These interactions will be followed in the future with a library of compounds to validate the results.

Although the first-generation AR degraders, UT-155, UT-69, and others (27,28), were more potent than UT-34 \textit{in vitro} they were not orally bioavailable and their metabolism properties were not appropriate for drug development. Therefore, we had to compromise on the degradation and antagonist properties to improve the metabolism, which has resulted in a molecule that withstood various tests of efficacy and safety. Although a concern with AR-targeted drugs is seizure potential, UT-34 did not exhibit any seizure effects in rodents.

One of the intriguing properties of UT-34 is the difference in its PK between rats and mice. While the molecule was rapidly metabolized in mice, it was stable in rats. Based on the positive correlation between the liver microsome and PK properties in our data set, we expect UT-34 to
have similar, if not better, PK properties in humans. Although this species difference is an interesting observation, differences in PK properties between closely related species and between genders within a species have been reported previously (66,67). The mechanism for such differences between closely-related species or between genders within a species has not yet been elucidated.

UT-34 represents a new generation of orally-bioavailable molecule that possesses necessary characteristics of AR degraders, warranting clinical development. We expect UT-34 to overcome enzalutamide resistance in the clinic without having to worry about some of the common safety problems.
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**Figure Legends**

**Figure 1: Structure and properties of UT-34. A. Structure of UT-34. B left panel.** UT-34 does not bind to the AR-LBD. Purified GST-tagged AR-LBD protein was incubated for 16 hours at 4°C with a dose response (1 pM to 100 µM) of the indicated compounds in the presence of 1 nM 

$^3$H-mibolerone. Unbound $^3$H was washed and the bound $^3$H was counted using a scintillation counter. **B right panel.** COS7 cells were transfected with 50 ng of AR-LBD. Cells were treated 48 hours after transfection with a dose response (1 pM to 10 µM) of the indicated compounds in
the presence of 1 nM $^3$H-mibolerone for 4 hours. Unbound $^3$H-mibolerone was washed with cold PBS and the bound $^3$H was eluted with ice cold ethanol. $^3$H was counted using a scintillation counter. C. UT-34 comparably inhibits the transactivation of wild-type and mutant ARs. COS7 cells were transfected with 25 ng of cmv-hAR, hAR F876L, or hAR W741L, 0.25 µg GRE-LUC, and 10 ng CMV-renilla LUC using lipofectamine. Cells were treated 24 hours after transfection with a dose response of UT-34 or enzalutamide in combination with 0.1 nM R1881 (F876L agonist experiment was performed in the absence of 0.1 nM R1881) and luciferase assay was performed 48 hours after transfection. Firefly luciferase was divided by renilla luciferase. Values shown in the graphs are IC$_{50}$ values. Experiments were performed at least n=3 times and the representative graph is shown here. DHT – dihydrotestosterone; AR-androgen receptor; LBD-ligand binding domain; GST-glutathione S transferase RLU-Relative Light Units.

**Figure 2: UT-34 selectively degrades T877A and enzalutamide-resistant ARs.** A. **UT-34 destabilizes T877A AR.** LNCaP cells were maintained in 1% charcoal-stripped serum-containing medium for two days. Cells were treated with the indicated doses of UT-34 or enzalutamide or bicalutamide (right panel; enzalutamide and bicalutamide were used at 10 µM) in the presence of 0.1 nM R1881 for 24 hours, protein was extracted, and Western blot for AR and actin was performed. Lower bar graph shows no effect of UT-34 on AR mRNA expression under the same experimental conditions. B. **UT-34 destabilizes enzalutamide-resistant AR.** Enzalutamide-resistant LNCaP cells (MR49F) were cultured and treated as indicated for LNCaP cells. Western blot for AR and actin was performed with the protein extracts. C-D. **UT-34 selectively degrades the AR.** C. T47D cells maintained in full serum-containing medium were treated as indicated in the figure with UT-34. At 24 hours after treatment, cells were harvested, protein extracted, and Western blot for PR, ER, and actin was performed. D. ZR-75-1 cells were maintained in serum-
containing growth medium and were treated as indicated in the figures for 48 hours with cells retreated after 24 hours. Cells were harvested and Western blot for AR, PR, ER, and GAPDH was performed. E. UT-34 promotes ubiquitination of the AR. COS7 cells were transfected with 1 µg cmv-hAR and HA-ubiquitin. Cells were treated 48 hours after transfection for six hours. Cells were harvested, protein extracted, and immunoprecipitation for HA and Western blot for AR were performed. 10% of the protein extract was loaded as input. F. UT-34 promotes ubiquitination of the AR in LNCaP cells. LNCaP cells maintained in 1% charcoal-stripped serum-containing medium for two days were treated with UT-34 or UT-155 in the presence or absence of proteasome inhibitor, MG-132 and HSP-90 inhibitor, 17AAG, for six hours. Immunoprecipitation for AR was performed with the protein extract and Western blot with mono- and poly- ubiquitin antibody was performed. G. UT-34 degrades the AR by proteasome pathway. LNCaP cells plated in growth medium were treated as indicated in the figure for 8 hours. Western blot for AR and GAPDH was performed in the protein extracts. The blots were quantified and the numbers are represented under the Western image. H. Known ubiquitin sites do not play a role in UT-34-induced degradation of the AR. COS7 cells were transfected with 1 µg of wild-type AR or AR where three lysines (K311, K846, K848) were mutated to arginine (K to R). Cells were treated 24 hours after transfection for 24 hours and Western blot for AR and GAPDH was performed. Experiments were performed at least n=3 and representative blots are shown here. AR-androgen receptor; PR-progesterone receptor; ER-estrogen receptor; IP-immunoprecipitation; IB-immunoblot (Western blot); Ub-ubiquitin; cyclohex-cycloheximide-protein-synthesis inhibitor; Enza-enzalutamide; Bic-bicalutamide.

Figure 3. UT-34 interacts with AR AF-1 domain. A. Top. Schematic representation of the full-length human AR and the AR-NTD and -AF1 polypeptide. The location of tryptophan
residues (399, 435, 503 and 527) and 19 tyrosines are indicated. **Bottom left panel**, steady state fluorescence emission spectra for purified AR-AF1 (1 μM) in buffer or the presence of the osmolyte TMAO or the denaturant urea. Emission maxima for tryptophan (W) and tyrosine (Y) are indicated. **Bottom Right panel**, AR-AF-1 purified protein (1 μM) and increasing concentrations of UT-34 were pre-incubated for at least 30 minutes and steady state fluorescence was measured. The emission spectra were all corrected for buffer and presence of UT-34 and plotted relative to tryptophan emission maximum set to 100. **B. UT-34 degrades chimeric protein that expresses AR-NTD.** COS7 cells were transfected with 2.5 μg of the indicated constructs (AGG-AR-NTD, GR-DBD and LBD; GAA-GR-NTD, AR-DBD and LBD) and HA-ubiquitin. Cells were treated 24 hours after transfection and harvested 24 hours after treatment. Western blot for AR and GAPDH (left panel) and GR and GAPDH (right panel) was performed. **C. Tau-5 domain of the AR is important for UT-34-dependent degradation.** COS7 cells were transfected with 2.5 μg of the indicated constructs and HA-ubiquitin and Western blot for AR using AR C19 antibody and GAPDH was performed. **D. UT-34 does not inhibit early induction of NDRG1 and MT2A pre-mRNAs.** LNCaP cells maintained in charcoal-stripped serum-containing medium for 2 days were treated as indicated in the figures in triplicates. Cells were pre-treated with 10 μM UT-34 for 30 minutes before treatment with 0.1 nM R1881. Cells were harvested, RNA isolated, and the expression of various pre-mRNAs was measured at the indicated time-points. **E. UT-34 degrades AR-SV.** LNCaP-AR-V7 cells (LNCaP cells that stably express doxycycline-inducible AR-V7; left panel) or LNCaP-95 cells (middle) were maintained in charcoal-stripped serum-containing medium for 2 days. Doxycycline (10 ng/ml) was added to the LNCaP-AR-V7 cells during this period to induce the AR-V7 synthesis. After two days, medium was changed and the cells were treated with the indicated doses of UT-34 (UT-155 was used as a positive control in
the left panel) for 24 hours. Protein was extracted and Western blot for the AR and GAPDH was performed. Bar graph shows the lack of effect on AR-V7 mRNA in the presence of UT-34 under similar conditions. All the experiments were repeated three times and a representative experiment is presented here. AR-androgen receptor; GR-glucocorticoid receptor; NTD-N terminus domain; DBD-DNA binding domain; Hin-Hinge; LBD-ligand binding domain; Dex-dexamethasone; AGG-AR NTD, GR DBD and LBD; GAA-GR NTD, AR DBD and LBD.

**Figure 4: UT-34 inhibits AR and AR-V7-target gene expression and induces distinct AR conformation.**

**A.** *UT-34 inhibits AR and AR-V7-target gene expression.* LNCaP-AR-V7 cells were maintained in charcoal-stripped serum-containing medium for 2 days. Cells were treated as indicated in the figure with 10 µM of the compounds in the presence of 0.1 nM R1881 or 10 ng/ml doxycycline (cells were pre-treated with UT-34 for 30 minutes for combination with R1881 and for 24 hours for combination with doxycycline). Twenty four hours after treatment initiation the cells were harvested, RNA isolated, and the expression of FKBP5 or EDN2 was determined by real time PCR. Gene expression values were normalized to the expression of GAPDH. * p<0.05. Values are expressed as average ± S.E. (n=3).**

**B.** *UT-34 and UT-155 alter the conformation of the AR.* LNCaP cells maintained in charcoal-stripped serum-containing medium for 2 days were treated with vehicle or 10 µM of the indicated compounds in the presence of 1 nM DHT (cells were pre-treated for two hours). Cells were harvested 30 minutes after DHT treatment and the pellets were shipped to PamGene. AR was immunoprecipitated and cofactor profiling was done in accordance with the previously published protocols. List of proteins different in the SARD-treated samples from enzalutamide-treated samples is provided in
the table below. Values represented are average of n=3 technical replicates. Enza-Enzalutamide; Veh-vehicle.

**Figure 5:** UT-34 inhibits enzalutamide-sensitive and -resistant AR-dependent gene expression and prostate cancer cell proliferation. A. *UT-34 inhibits the expression of AR-target genes in LNCaP cells.* LNCaP cells maintained in charcoal-stripped serum-containing medium for two days were treated with a dose response of UT-34 or enzalutamide in the presence of 0.1 nM R1881. RNA was isolated 24 hours after treatment and the expression of PSA and FKBP5 was quantified and normalized to GAPDH using real time PCR primers and probes. For the growth assay (right panel), cells were maintained and treated as indicated above for the gene expression studies, but were treated for six days with medium change and retreatment after three days. Sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay was performed to determine the number of viable cells. B. *UT-34 inhibits the expression of AR-target genes in enzalutamide-resistant cells.* Enzalutamide-resistant AR-expressing LNCaP cells (MR49F) were cultured and treated as indicated in panel A. RNA was isolated and the expression of AR-target gene FKBP5 was measured and normalized to GAPDH using real time PCR primers and probe. Growth assay in MR49F cells was performed using cell titer glo reagent. C. *UT-34 inhibits VCaP AR function and cell proliferation.* **Western blot.** Protein from LNCaP and VCaP cells was extracted and Western blot for AR and GAPDH was performed. **Bottom left.** VCaP cells were plated in growth medium. Medium was changed to 1% csFBS-containing medium and maintained in this medium for two days. Cells were treated for twenty-four hours, RNA was isolated, and expression of FKBP5 and TMPRSS2 was measured and normalized to GAPDH using real time PCR. **Bottom right.** VCaP cells were plated in growth medium. Medium was changed to
1%csFBS containing medium and treated. Cells were re-treated every third day and cell-titer glo assay was performed after nine days. **D. UT-34 inhibits PDX cell line PC346C AR function and cell proliferation.** **Western blot.** Protein from LNCaP and PC346C cells was extracted and Western blot for AR and GAPDH was performed. **Middle.** PC346C cells were plated in growth medium. Cells were treated for twenty-four hours in growth medium, RNA was isolated, and expression of FKBP5 was measured and normalized to GAPDH using real time PCR. **Bottom.** PC346C cells were plated in growth medium and treated. Cells were re-treated every third day and cell-titer glo assay was performed after six days. **E. Gene expression array in MR49F indicates UT-34 reverses the expression of genes regulated by R1881.** MR49F cells were maintained in charcoal-stripped serum-containing medium for 2 days and treated with vehicle, 0.1 nM R1881 alone or in combination with 10 µM of UT-34. RNA was isolated 24 hours after treatment and hybridized to Clariom D microarray. Genes that were differentially expressed by 1.5-fold and q<0.05 in R1881-treated samples compared to vehicle-treated samples are expressed in the heatmap to the left. The heatmap on the right shows the pattern of genes that were not regulated by R1881 (n=3-4/group). **F. Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) demonstrating the top 5 canonical pathways and upstream regulators that were enriched in the UT-34 datasets.** Enza- enzalutamide; Bical-bicalutamide; *=p<0.05; n=3-4/group.

**Figure 6. UT-34 inhibits the growth of androgen-dependent and enzalutamide-refractory castration-resistant prostate cancer xenografts.** **A. UT-34 inhibits growth of enzalutamide-resistant xenograft.** Enzalutamide-resistant LNCaP cells (MR49F) were implanted subcutaneously in NSG mice. Once the tumors reached 100-200 mm³, the animals were castrated and the tumors were allowed to develop as castration-resistant tumors. Once the tumors reach...
200-300 mm$^3$, the animals (n=8-10/group) were randomized and treated orally with vehicle (DMSO:PEG-300 (15:85)) or the indicated doses of UT-34. Tumor volume was measured twice weekly. Animals were sacrificed on day 30 and tumor weights were recorded. Values are represented as average ± S.E. * P<0.05; ** P<0.01. 

B. UT-34 regresses tumors in immune-compromised rats. VCaP prostate cancer cells (10 million) were mixed with 50% matrigel and implanted subcutaneously in SRG immune-compromised rats. Once the tumors reached 1000-3000 mm$^3$, the animals were castrated and the tumors were allowed to regrow as CRPC. Once the tumors grew after castration to 2000 mm$^3$, the animals were randomized (n=5-6/group) and treated orally with vehicle (DMSO+PEG-300 (15:85)), 30 mg/kg enzalutamide, or 60 mg/kg UT-34. Tumor volume was measured thrice weekly. Lines in the box indicate that the tumors in the treated groups are significantly different at p<0.01 to 0.001 from the vehicle group on the respective days. 

C. UT-34 regresses the growth of enzalutamide-resistant VCaP tumors (MDVR). Tumor studies were conducted as indicated in panel B in SRG rats (n=5-6/group) with MDVR enzalutamide-resistant VCaP cells. Western blot. Protein extracts from the tumors were fractionated on a SDS-PAGE and were Western blotted with AR and GAPDH antibodies. 

D. UT-34 regresses tumors in intact SRG rats. MDVR cells (10 million) were implanted subcutaneously. Once the tumors reach above 2000 mm$^3$, the animals were randomized and treated orally with vehicle, 30 mg/kg enzalutamide, or 60 mg/kg UT-34. Individual animal data are presented. Serum PSA was measured using ELISA in three rats (one from each group) and represented in the bottom right panel. Western blots for AR and GAPDH are shown in the lower panel. 

E. UT-34 dose-dependently inhibits MDVR tumor growth in intact SRG rats. Xenograft studies were conducted in intact rats (n=5/group) as indicated above with a dose response of UT-34. Tumor volume was measured thrice weekly. Lines in the box indicate that the tumors in the
treated groups are significantly different at p<0.01 to 0.001 from the vehicle group on the respective days. Tumor weights and serum PSA were recorded at the end of the treatment period. Western blot is shown as a panel. Mpk-mg/kg body weight; Enza-enzalutamide; SRG rats: Sprague Dawley-Rag2:IL2rg KO rats.

**Supplementary Figure Legends**

Figure S1: UT-155 has poor metabolism and oral pharmacodynamic properties. **A. UT-155 has no effect on seminal vesicles when administered orally.** C57BL6 mice weighing 20-25 grams (n=5/group) were treated orally with vehicle (15% DMSO+85% PEG-300) or the indicated doses of UT-155 or enzalutamide. Animals were sacrificed after 14 days of treatment and weights of seminal vesicles were recorded and normalized to body weight. The values are represented as percent change from vehicle-treated animals. *** p<0.001. **B. UT-155 has no effect on the growth of enzalutamide-resistant xenograft when administered orally.** Enzalutamide-resistant LNCaP cells (MR49F) were implanted subcutaneously in nude mice. Once the tumors reached 100-200 mm$^3$, the animals were castrated and the tumors were allowed to develop as castration-resistant tumors. Once the tumors reach 200-300 mm$^3$, the animals (n=8-10/group) were randomized and treated orally with vehicle (15% DMSO + 85% PEG-300) or 100 mg/kg UT-155. Tumor volume was measured twice weekly. **C. UT-155 has poor metabolism properties.** Liver microsomes from mouse (MLM) and human (HLM) were incubated with UT-155 as indicated in the methods and the amount of compound present at different points was identified using LC-MS/MS method. Data from both phase I and II metabolism are presented here. The data are represented as half-life ($T_{1/2}$) and intrinsic clearance (Cl$\text{int}$).
Figure S2. A. UT-34 does not down-regulate GR in MDA-MB-453 cells. MDA-MB-453 cells that express AR and GR were treated as indicated in the figure. Cells were harvested 24 hours after treatment and Western blot for AR, GR, and GAPDH was performed. B. UT-34-dependent AR-down-regulation is PAK and PKC independent. LNCaP cells were plated in 60 mm dishes in growth medium. Medium was changed to RPMI+1%csFBS and maintained in this medium for two days. Cells were treated with 10 μM UT-34 alone or in combination with 1 μM PF3758309 (p21-activated kinase (PAK) inhibitor), or 10 μM chelerythrine chloride (protein kinase C (PKC) inhibitor) in the presence of 0.1 nM R1881. Twenty four hours after treatment, the cells were harvested, protein extracted, and Western blot for AR and GAPDH was performed. C. UT-34-dependent AR degradation is independent of MDM2. LNCaP cells were transfected with 100 nM non-specific or MDM2 siRNA. Twenty four hours after transfection, the cells were fed with growth medium and allowed to recover. Twenty-four hours later, the cells were treated with vehicle, 0.1 nM R1881, or a combination of 10 μM UT-34 and 0.1 nM R1881. Cells were harvested 24 hours after treatment, protein extracted, and Western blot for AR and GAPDH was performed. Bottom. RNA was extracted from cells transfected with non-specific or MDM2 siRNA and expression of MDM2 was measured and normalized to GAPDH by real time PCR. D. UT-34 interacts with AR-NTD. Steady state fluorescence emission spectra for purified AR-NTD (1 μM) in buffer or the presence of the osmolyte TMAO or the denaturant urea. Emission maxima for tryptophan (W) and tyrosine (Y) are indicated. Right Chart, AR-NTD purified protein (1 μM) and increasing concentrations of UT-34 were pre-incubated for at least 30 minutes and steady state fluorescence was measured. The emission spectra were all corrected for buffer and presence of UT-34 and plotted relative to tryptophan emission maximum set to 100.
Figure S3. UT-34 does not inhibit proliferation of AR-negative cells. A. PC-3, COS-7, and HEK-293 cells were plated in 1% charcoal-stripped serum-containing medium. Cells were treated with 1 or 10 μM of UT-34 in the presence of 0.1 nM R1881. Cells were re-treated three days later and the number of viable cells was measured by cell titer glo assay. B. UT-34 inhibits PSA expression and cell proliferation in enzalutamide-resistant VCaP (MDVR) cells. MDVR cells were plated in 1% charcoal stripped serum-containing medium. Cells were treated for 24 hours (left panel) or for 6 days (right panel). Expression of PSA was measured and normalized to GAPDH (left panel). Number of viable cells was measured by cell titer glo assay (right panel). * p<0.05. 34-UT-34; Enza-enzalutamide.

Figure S4. A. UT-34 has appropriate pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics properties. A-B. UT-34 is stable up to 24 hours in rats. Sprague Dawley rats (n=3-6/group) were dosed with the indicated doses of UT-34 once (A) or for 7 days (B). Blood was collected at the indicated time points on day 1 (A) or day 7 (B) and the amount of UT-34 remaining in the plasma was measured using LC-MS/MS method. C. UT-34 inhibits seminal vesicles weight in mice and prostate and seminal vesicles weight in rats. C57BL6 mice (left panel) weighing 20-25 grams (n=5/group) or Sprague Dawley rats (middle and right) weighing 200-250 grams (n=5/group) were treated orally with vehicle (15% DMSO+85% PEG-300) or the indicated doses of UT-34 or enzalutamide. Animals were sacrificed after 14 days (left and middle) or after 4 days (right) of treatment and weights of prostate and seminal vesicles were recorded and normalized to body weight. The values are represented as percent change from vehicle-treated animals. D. UT-34 penetrates and gets accumulated in the tumors. Drug was extracted from serum and tumors.
shown in Figure 6E (30 mg/kg group) and UT-34 was measured using LC-MS/MS (n=4/group).

E. **UT-34 inhibits proliferation and increases apoptosis.** Formalin-fixed tumor samples from Figure 6E were stained for Ki67 and TUNEL. Percent stained cells were quantified using an automated software. F. **UT-34 does not have agonistic activity in vivo at high doses.** C57BL/6 mice were castrated and treated orally for 30 days. After 30 days of treatment, animals were sacrificed and seminal vesicles weights were recorded and normalized to body weight. **Right panel.** UT-34 concentration in serum was measured by LC-MS/MS method. * p<0.05; ** p<0.01. mk=mg/kg body weight. PK-pharmacokinetic; PD-pharmacodynamics.

**Figure S5.** H&E staining of MDVR tumors from animals shown in figure 6E that were treated with vehicle or 30 mg/kg UT-34.

**Table ST1.** **Binding and antagonistic properties of UT-34.** Binding of UT-34 to purified AR-LBD was determined by competitive radiolabeled binding assay. Transactivation assays were performed using wild-type or mutant ARs, and PR, GR, or MR. Cells were transfected with the indicated receptors, GRE-LUC, and CMV-renilla LUC. Cells were treated with a dose response between 1 pM and 10 µM and luciferase assay was performed 24 hours after treatment. N.B. No binding. AR-androgen receptor; PR-progesterone receptor; GR-glucocorticoid receptor; MR-mineralocorticoid receptor; T877A-Threonine 877 of AR mutated to alanine; W741L-tryptophan 741 of AR mutated to leucine.

**Table ST2.** **Metabolism properties of SARDs.** Liver microsomes from mouse (MLM), rat (RLM), and human (HLM) were incubated with UT-34 as indicated in the methods and the
amount of compound present at different points was identified using LC-MS/MS method. Data from both phase I and II metabolism are presented here. The data are represented as half-life ($T_{1/2}$) and intrinsic clearance ($Cl_{int}$).

**Table ST3. Pharmacokinetic properties of UT-34.** A. UT-34 is stable in rats, but not in mice. UT-34 (60 mg/kg) dissolved in 15% DMSO + 85% PEG-300 was administered orally to the indicated strains and species (n=3/group). Blood was collected 6 and 24 hours after dosing and the amount of UT-34 remaining in the serum was estimated using LC-MS/MS method.
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List of proteins statistically different in SARDs compared to Enzalutamide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NCoA3</th>
<th>NRIP</th>
<th>PRGR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCoA4</td>
<td>MEN1</td>
<td>CENPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGMT</td>
<td>UBE3A</td>
<td>ZNT9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHD9</td>
<td>NCoR1</td>
<td>NCoA6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCAF</td>
<td>EP300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRIP1</td>
<td>cNOT1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPE</td>
<td>TIF1A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRIP</td>
<td>NROB2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>Regulator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol biosynthesis I</td>
<td>Metribolone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol biosynthesis II</td>
<td>Dihydrotestosterone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol biosynthesis III</td>
<td>B-estradiol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super pathway of cholesterol biosynthesis</td>
<td>Androgen receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP-N-acetyl-D-galactosamine II</td>
<td>Sterol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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